Unit 7 Shopping

Lesson C

Are there any bananas?

A Look at the picture. Write the words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bags</th>
<th>bottle</th>
<th>box</th>
<th>cans</th>
<th>carton</th>
<th>package</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1. a c __ __ __ __
of juice

2. a b __ __ __ __
of water

3. a b __ __ of tea

4. three c __ __ __
of soda

5. two b __ __ __
of sugar

6. a p __ __ __ __ __
of cookies

B Look at the picture in Exercise A. Circle the answers.

1. Is there any coffee? Yes, there is. No, there isn’t.
2. Is there any tea? Yes, there is. No, there isn’t.
3. Are there any bananas? Yes, there are. No, there aren’t.
4. Is there any water? Yes, there is. No, there isn’t.
5. Are there any cookies? Yes, there are. No, there aren’t.

C What is in your kitchen? Write yes or no.

coffee ______ sugar ______ bananas ______ milk ______
tea ______ juice ______ apples ______ cookies ______

D Complete the conversations. Use your own information.

1. A Is there any ____________?  
   B Yes, there is.
2. A Are there any ____________?  
   B No, there aren’t.
A Look at the picture. Write the words.

bags bottle box cans carton package

1. a ______ carton ______ of juice
2. a ______ ______ of water
3. a ______ ______ of tea
4. three ______ ______ of soda
5. two ______ ______ of sugar
6. a ______ ______ of cookies

B Look at the picture in Exercise A. Complete the sentences.

1. Is there any coffee? No, there isn’t ______.
2. Is there any tea? Yes, ______.
3. Are there any bananas? No, ______.
4. Is there any water? Yes, ______.
5. Are there any cookies? Yes, ______.

C What is in your kitchen? Write yes or no.

coffee ______ sugar ______ bananas ______ milk ______
tea ______ juice ______ apples ______ cookies ______

D Complete the conversations. Use your own information.

1. A ______ there any ______? B Yes, there is.
2. A ______ there any ______? B No, there aren’t.
A. Look at the picture. Write the words.

1. a ____ carton ____ of juice
2. a ____ of water
3. a ____ of tea
4. three ____ of soda
5. two ____ of sugar
6. a ____ of cookies

B. Look at the picture in Exercise A. Answer the questions.

1. Is there any coffee? No, there isn't.
2. Is there any tea?
3. Are there any bananas?
4. Is there any water?
5. Are there any cookies?

C. What is in your kitchen? Tell how much.

coffee one bag sugar ____ bananas ____ milk ____
tea ____ juice ____ apples ____ cookies ____

D. Complete the conversations. Use your own information.

1. A Is there any ________? B Yes, there is.
2. A Are there any ________? B No, there aren't.
3. A Is there any ________? B No, there isn't.
4. A Are there any ________? B Yes, there are.